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Instead the earth takes you into its hide
Amid Palm Sunday alms, Easter fronds
& there is no savior to roll away the stone.
Excerpt from Collecting by Stephen Mead
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Editorial
This issue compiled in this cold, cold winter, took it‘s own sweet time,
from the amazing number of submissions (the theme of things lost
appealed to a wide audience), to final selections, (difficult as there were so
many perfect entries), to excitedly anticipating the art work, to wrapping
it up, it‘s been a labor of love and really worth the wait.
Thank you to all the fine poets and writers who contributed to this
special edition of ―Things Lost‖ and to Elaine Whitman for her devotion
and creativity in matching artwork to specific poems.
Judith Lawrence, editor/publisher

Featured Collage Artist for Things Lost Issue
Elaine Whitman

Elaine Whitman lives in Pacific Grove, California with her
husband, Neal. She is a collage artist, photographer, and
haiku poet. She also plays the Native American flute for
hospice patients and their families.
Each of the collages Elaine created for this issue has been
inspired by collective poems and individual poems selected.

Upcoming Publications
The 2011 Special Edition Theme is ―The Hopeless Romantic‖
Submissions to open - June, 2011
See website for guidelines in June - www.riverpoetsjournal.com
The Winter Issue of River Poets Journal - Anticipated Publication Date - March, 2011
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Poetry
A River, Hollow

Collecting

When you didn‘t come home
one night a crevice formed
in my heart
You shaped it roughly
as a grand canyon

First the hair, this lock, that, which
The brush shed in little poofs after
The slightest sparks against the stiff
Suit, the too closed collar.
Next there are the moons
Of nail filings & the rattling teeth
Each for necklaces or head dresses
Worn about the face…

Now a river runs there
a liquid torment
as cold as the rushing spring
you showed me
between mountains of Potter County
that one winter
Black bears cross at nightfall
there in the river
plunging through me
Trees have begun
growing at its banks
like the barely audible
roots you nestle against
in your predawn search
for buck and doe
I pretend you sit along
the edge of my stream
quietly as you wait
for the rustle of life
before you snuff it out
with your heavy gauge rifle.
©Susan Kerschner

I kept them in a file called Forgetting
As later I went through your things:
Tie pins, cuff links, letter scraps,
Tissues filled with lipsticks‘ sweetest
Drag on a cig…
The remembrance drew a poultice
On wounds, & if I could I‘d have
Put you on ice in a glass coffin
With fountains, with genuflecting visitors…
Instead the earth takes you into its hide
Amid Palm Sunday alms, Easter fronds
& there is no savior to roll away the stone.
Before you go I will pin this red ribbon,
This rainbow flag & let each last
As long as kisses can
For the good, the goodbye.
©Stephen Mead
For my Uncle Kermit
Who Died From Alzheimer's
I remember when heavy snow fell around you
like too much salt pouring on a fresh salad;
you stopped in front of the bookcase
where books once fed your eyes.
Your glance that once darted and scanned
stopped cold in it's tracks.
And I watched you run your hand
across the pages as if they were braille.
You never saw or mentioned me again;
I was as absent as a bad photo
or a word not even on the tip of your tongue.
©Rhonda Maness
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Poetry
Rewind

Time of Silence

trying to remember
new sears soft cotton size four
yellow circles
balloons
powder blue elephant
panties
_________________

They had to remove children from their homes, out of
the culture, out of the influences, and take away their
customs and their language.

trying to remember
the fingers trespassing elastic
stretching
girl into woman
the weight of white
t-shirt ribs
against preschool face
_________________
trying to remember
who
stretched
slipped
elastic
breaking & entering
circling
where big words
don‘t exist
monsters do
the touch of small hand
on the place the _____________
occurred
trying to remember
intersection of safe & stranger danger
red light
remember
stop
________________
©Anastacia Tolbert

—Vivian Mork, Yéilk', Little Raven, Lingít language instructor.

Quiet.
The village is quiet.
At home, she puts the moose meat in the pot,
her grandson‘s favorite meal.
She eats alone. Later, he writes her a letter
in English and she smiles—he's learning.
At night she walks down the boardwalk
to the store, snow swirls around her feet.
Like the other grandmothers and grandfathers,
she's become accustomed to this quiet,
the dim lights in their windows.
Even the lights in the sky no longer dance.
fading light, fading
noise
fading again
to quiet.
Filled with crying children, the plane is gone,
its drone hollowed. Weeping parents
and grandparents remain like dying salmon
on the riverbank.
©Vivian Faith Prescott
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Poetry
Burying the Dog’s Ashes

Akhmatova #11

Beneath the shut, star-shaped blossom
of the moonflower, I dug a hole.
The earth, soft with summer rain,
accepted the blade. Without resistance,
it opened, ready to receive
what I had to give –
our dog‘s body, only
ashes now, dust the color of flint,
shoveled by a stranger into a pine box
no bigger than my hand,
but heavy as granite.

You were a child of diaries and violin,
Of feather pillows and primitive lipstick,
While an electric fan in late spring
Whirred a hairnet of tender sound.

My son, only five, stood at the edge
of the grave, asking why
he could not keep the box
tucked in the hutch of his room.
He hugged it to his body,
his fingers tight as limpets,
before he let go,
dropping the box hard
into the hole like a stone
tossed into still water. Then,
he leaned against me, his head
cradled in the soft slope of my hip.
I bent down, pulled the wet earth
over the remains of our dog
who died in January, so many months ago
in the dusk of winter, when the moon,
thin as a sickle, lurked behind
a shapeless cloak of winter clouds.
This same ground, mute with frost,
refused her still, warm body.
Tonight, the bass note of thunder
knocks in the distance.
The moon answers with a quiet call
of light, pulling the moonflower open
over the small knoll of earth
that has already begun to settle
against a ring of stones.
©Elizabeth Dickhut

For weeks you read about the Bastille
In Western European history class.
The lubricated planet seemed to spin
Freely, day after day, in lavish time.
Now, as you steal short naps from
The heat, life is made of heftier stuff.
The rice at your wedding, weighed
Down by neutrons, has settled into
A hush that governs the dust beneath
Your bed. Evening tea is examined but
Scarcely drunk. It‘s as if elective surgery
Has extracted stars from the night sky.
©Alan Elyshevitz
Words Addressed to a Silent Friend
When the Muse leaves you
She may give no thought to you
Has no need of you.
You, her acolyte,
Learned to serve her faithfully
Focus on her thoughts.
She whispered softly
Allowed melodies to rise
You strained to hear her.
She, unaffected,
Seldom noticed your presence
Turned her back to you.
Luckily, you wrote,
Her words coursed through your spirit
You captured a few.
You are mute, baffled,
Now, she would not recognize you
No one can guide you.
©Mark Schardine
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Poetry
Seventeenth-Century Poetry and Prose
The seventeenth century, I inform my class,
happened a good four hundred years ago,
so it‘s perfectly okay to talk about it today.
No one cracks a smile. It‘s early. They don‘t
get my little joke, prelude to a tough semester.
The sad blonde mother who will miss six classes
with her and her kids‘ flu and who plans to teach
high school professes herself a devout Christian,
so I tiptoe warily through Milton‘s Paradise Lost.
She is utterly unimpressed with John Bunyan.
Jonathan, the dark guy in the back right corner,
―cannot make hide nor hair,‖ he complains,
of Donne‘s Elegies. He ―gets‖ Bacon‘s Essays,
he claims, but they just bore him ―to tears.‖
―Reading,‖ I tease him, ―maketh a full man.‖
―If he read little,‖ I remind him, ―he need have
much cunning, to seem to know that he doth not.‖
Empty Jonathan doth not have much cunning at all
and will not swallow this. He will not even taste it.
He misses the day we discuss ―Of Seeming Wise.‖

Red Tail
When did I
lose the habit
of looking up?

Sophia, whose name implies supernal wisdom
apparently abandoned somewhere in ancient Greece,
―dislikes all poetry‖ and insists that Robert Herrick
―looks like a toad.‖ Thanks to this course, however,
her dislike has metamorphosed into open animosity.

Eyes so fixed
on terra firma—
tree root, rock,
ripple in the pavement

Sara almost brings herself to like ―this stuff,‖
but conceals her betrayal of incipient interest
behind her decision, frequently and often, to scoff.
Had she done it, she feels inclined to say one slow
afternoon, she‘d have built ―a much better Satan.‖

Anything that might

Clever, handsome Christopher has the good sense
to fake it. Herbert, he concedes, is not that bad,
and Marvell, at his occasional best, is almost good.
John Donne, he agrees, is wonderful but hard,
and hard, he writes in his journal, is ―downright cool.‖
Melissa, who sits in the dead center of class,
spends the whole semester locked in a struggle
with Morpheus, losing a little more every day
as her eyelids droop, chin drops to her chest.
Grateful gal, she says she‘s gotten a lot out of it.
©Ron McFarland

trip me—

All I saw was
the shadow
of wings

©Diane Vanaskie Mulligan

(previously published in Nov. issue of Joyful)
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Poetry
Winnie
1.

Without Touch
I dream of you
through the foil-lined window of your bedroom,
shade still keeping out the sun;
I filter you through night,
distilled moon-light and memories.
Daylight melts the passing sidewalks
as our cracks cleave our connection.
Your baby cries in the distance;
I can hear her the way you might see
my son‘s glad smiles, in flashes, whispers,
ghosts at heart‘s edge. We never had a
family—together.
God, you were so bad for me.
But Goddamn I feel you strong!
Childhood, remember? That happy moment
we laid quiet on your nana‘s rooftop
and glittered our lives with constellations.
We projected ourselves into the sky.
Belted ourselves to the moon.
I thought I‘d marry you.
In dreams I meet her—the other,
mother of your babies.
And I am bearer of your dead never-born.
Still, in the quiet moments. Your big feet,
the way you drank the last of the juice
from the deep bowl of caldo,
lemon seeds at the bottom.
Is it possible for something that real
to ever really be gone?
You‘ve lingered. And I‘ve wondered,
spirit along the shoreline,
stubbornly fading at dawn,
is it you?
Do you still hold me when you hold
the stars?
©Jennifer Givhan

Grandmother said it was because of the Southerner:
He broke something in the girl‘s mind.
That born liar: threatened marriage or suicide;
She was too young; confused.
The coward even came north.
No one heard, rose: he shook her awake;
bluffed, pleaded;
Smooth-talked her into the car;
Rolled it to North Main.
He took her to the bayou: pregnant, miserable;
That cruel son-of-a-bitch;
That‘s when it broke.
That‘s how Grandmother put it.
2.
1940: Winnie likely tapping her foot
To a Dorsey Brother‘s tune.
His sister might read her latest poem;
Or, tired but exhilarated,
Discuss that evening‘s dance contest.
Ten years later, Red Sox on the radio:
The phone rings; Allen answers.
It was someone from a veteran‘s hospital.
When he reached Brockton,
He couldn‘t see her.
Everyone hoped
One shock treatment
Would do.
3.
I found a box in Flo‘s garage
Filled with her things:
A poem published in a Boston paper;
Her photo, in uniform; short stories,
Hand-written in a high school notebook.
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Poetry
I was in my early teens; had no idea
Where she might be.

She smiled proudly; introduced me
To each nurse on her ward.

I had seen her at a bus stop that winter:
Stood back; got out of sight.

She was determined, the three of us
Would be reunited: her, my sister and me.

Her hair was uncombed; a torn coat
Worn over an ill-fitting dress.
She was loud, way too loud.
Other women nodded, tried to be polite.
I hid. Waited.

She would get us a cottage; wanted yellow trim.
She would fix us up: had the money,
Just needed more time.

Could she really be my mother?
4.
She escaped again and again;
Would find me.

What kept going wrong, I asked.
What was it?
I wanted her side of it:
Finally, I had the courage to ask.
She looked off, saying,
―Sometimes, I just get the blues.‖
That was it: the blues.

I remember her slouching
On Norman‘s couch:
Forehead in hand, smoking a butt
Picked from the ashes.

©Joseph Murphy

―Don‘t worry,‖ she said.

Speeding Good-Bye

5.

New to death. Young
and dumb with grief, we
welcomed my aunt‘s orders.

Laura said Frank
Drove Winnie to Lafitte
In his Model T, down Bayou Barataria‘s
Lone, shell-paved road.
He had met her near war‘s end:
She, a Navy nurse; he, a wounded Marine.
Laura said Frank got spooked by loud noises,
Had lunged beneath a kitchen table.
She thought it had to do with Guadalcanal.
Laura spoke of Winnie disappearing
Night after night.
One morning, Frank could take no more:
He found her with my two-year-old sister and me
Beside an abandoned stretch of track,
Ready to board.
6.
I was 20 when I saw her that last time.

Gladly let another mind rule
our hands as we purged
Mama‘s closets and dressers.
When Daddy came home
from the hospital, he‘d be
too weak for such work.
He‘d never be up to it. So we
packed her tiny shoes and bright
dresses for Goodwill,
kept just a few pieces of jewelry.
We left him no nightgown
to cradle, no familiar cologne,
no hint she might only
have gone to work for the day.
A cruel kindness.
© Alarie Tennille
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Poetry
What is Lost
She must have bragged too much
of her beauty, her rare visits,
the new cut-out book
tucked in her school-bag to show off,
and here she was, finally,
to appease the doubters.
Proof in the palm of her hand,
a single clip of a three-for-a-quarter
black and white boardwalk snapshot
of her flirty smile, long dark wavy hair,
ivory skin, and sparkling eyes,
Her mother.
Eying the photo glaring,
a six year old schoolyard bully
snatched it from her hand,
and spitefully ripped it to shreds.

Ode to Analysis
You come in my dream
Denying death
its definitive right
Appear after eight years
And drink from the faucet
of my bath
Cool water cupped
in my hands
Like you did daily
5,292 times
I sit naked on terry cloth
Drying in the sunshine
And you lick cocoa butter
Barefaced from my legs
Your ghost body
lustrous and young again
Stretched along my limbs
Heedless of hair
on unshaven skin
Unconditional love of my life
returned to unconscious
When I wake to the bark
of your replacement
And Freud, I don't want
to hear it
©Ellaraine Lockie

Though the first grade nun took her aside,
attempted in her way to comfort,
she could feel this red, red rage
surging through her body,
released in uncontrollable hiccupped sobbing
as she burrowed in the folds of the nun‘s
black stiff starched holy habit cloth,
her dangling rosary beads
etched to her cheeks.
No matter that the errant child
stood scolded and wide-eyed
banished to the corner,
there seemed to be no end
to the torrent of tears.
She was sent home with a note
tucked in the pocket of her coat.
Some intuitive part of her
must have known
it was to be the only photo
she would ever have of her.
Her mother disappeared soon after.
©Judith A. Lawrence
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Poetry
Gloved Hands
Ophelia speaks …
My lord, I have remembrances of yours
That I have longed long to re-deliver....
Hamlet, III, 1
You move away from me in light relief,
seen from the outside, the frosted panes
render you recognizable, but changed;
the whorl of your recollection already faint,
failing evidence of me there. No scent by me.
Your own private joys and reasons to shut the door.
Dreams lost to moonlight, days undone by sleep.
The heart‘s confusion, too wild to touch,
and thick with the corpses of memory.
I collect too many slights to be wise.
They say if nobody dies, it‘s a comedy.
Honest, I could have gone for
a smaller lesson in loss; it‘s hard to have
both knowledge and forgetfulness at once.
Me in my fresh faced sorrow, conceding,
a still reluctant figure hovered at the windowsill
and locked in the darkness beneath.
Before I return to lie under the cold waters,
know, you best of all, of how each kiss I gave
was but another stone I put in the hem of my dress.
©N. A‘Yara Stein

Her Sweater Still on the Chair
the day begins at 4 a.m.
before my eyes open
the smell of old sheets
my left arm reaches
without thinking
for the empty pillow next to mine
"we're for the birds" we always said
a cup of coffee and one coddled egg
humming old show tunes
while I tap my coffee cup
©Neal Whitman

The Puncture Mark of a Lost Stitch
Her light shows where the patterns end.
And stand.
To stretch
and walk from the night.
Watch her try to catch them.
Tripping over herself,
she may trick a tail or two to stop.
But only for a moment.
They know -too well -the needle in her fist
is for more than just the show.
©A.J. Huffman
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Poetry
Where fog obscures
Mist prickles every inch of skin
With clinging drops of liquid cold.
She wraps her lonely body in
The coat he gave her once, now old
And strained, no seam untested, split.
She walks the dawn-gray beach where fog
Obscures the shore, effaces it
Beyond the ghostly driftwood log,
Beyond—she sees no surf, no wave,
No shell or stranded carcass. She
More tightly wraps the coat he gave
Her once to face the roaring sea:

Colorful Flowers
There were, I think,
seven or eight of us
with lawn chair seated tushes,
in Jim and Jeanne‘s backyard,
around the center of the circle
that we took turns speaking into
when we so-felt inclined to recite
a poem or a short reading
in celebration of Summer solstice,
green grass and colorful flowers
(in patio pots and window boxes
and hanging baskets
and summer garden bed plots),
before the small gathering rearranged itself
into a body of remembrance
for a man who‘d given up his ghost
and died five days earlier,
on that previous Tuesday,
leaving behind close close loved-ones
in everyone present but myself
(because we‘d never had a chance to be friends)
until John recounted
how Lael once told him that
the only reason people
are in each other‘s lives
is so that we can learn
how to know ourselves.

Invisible but loud, so strong—
The crashing tide, now borderless.
How long before it lifts, how long?
This gray. This grief. This endlessness.
©Tabor Elisabeth Flickinger

©Nahshon Cook
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Poetry
Aboard the Victorious
You were the short ferry ride I took
from my virginity
to the rocky shores of womanhood
A short, choppy crossing
that knocked me down
my legs splayed
peasant skirt thrown up
around the smooth bowl of my belly
Your long black hippie hair
and wet black Moses beard
blocked the sun
Your man‘s head
cast a shadow on my face
erasing its features
Je ne sais quoi
―You have a Parisian instep,‖
said the old war vet
professor in my new department,
admiring the style
of my stride,
high on spike heels.
Preferring my time seamless,
I don‘t ache with nostalgia.
I‘m more irked than festive
on New Year‘s Eve.
My hours are not punctuated
by my clock‘s cuckoo,
strangled years ago
Today, safe in sensible flats
with corrugated soles,
I watch my daughter set off
for her new job, stylish
across ice, on shiny black spikes,
and I‘m surprised by my longing
for another chance to be taken
for some walker on a Paris street.
©Ann Taylor

You lost the course of who I was
came with another girl‘s name
on your breath
After this passage
the salt of the sea
below the hull
would never taste the same.
©Karla Linn Merrifield
Peril
losing trust is different from
losing your best friend or your virginity
or your mind
gasping
flailing about
unsure of words spoken
under a pale moon or
eating biscuits and jam
uplifted brow
head tilted left
familiar signs
gone without warning
wary
earth shifting
missed step on a staircase I once knew well
©Drema Hall Berkheimer
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Poetry
Greenwich Village - 1967

Eventually leaving

We were talking about distance — logistics —
how hard no car dating was — and more deeply
about her desire for other men in her life. We
were by a big window in a coffee shop and outside — between looks at each other — we noticed
the snow was falling just beyond our words. She
loved me — she declared just loud enough for
each uniquely shaped flake to hear — but there
was Dennis and Roy and somebody else whose
unimportant name I‘ve forgotten — and she
loved them too.

She keeps the balloon you blew up
with breath the birthday before
you died
in a box in the corner of her room.
Each week she unfolds the flaps gently
like air escaping through
loosening knot she dares not tighten
for fear of popping
your last breath away
into commingled atmosphere.
But breath dissipates
eventually
leaving behind a fragile husk
best buried with the box
that housed it,
but not for a while
a while into the future
after flaps no longer opened
collect dust when memories
no longer need a balloon
to jog themselves into a smile
when tears are okay too.

―Hey, the fleet‘s in,‖ I said. ―There must be a
coupla guys you missed from last time.‖
It was cruel — overly cruel — but I was young
and hurting. How could she spread her love
around so freely. How could she love us all —
and the others who had come before. There
would — of course — be more to come — but I
was having too much trouble dealing with the
present to worry about any future — especially
one I was rapidly realizing — only seconds after
the joy of hearing her say she loved me — would
no longer include me
©Jim Hart

©Diane Webster

Sleep Fitfully
And it became time to sleep fitfully. With you
bringing me dreams and me clutching at images
spreading like large drops of life. To invent words
together, bringing about new understandings of what
it means to be you and what it means to be me. A
myth, a sacred way of viewing the world. To peer
through your eyes then peer through mine.
Sometimes when the lenses appeared to be the same
we saw the world stretch out like a cat waking up.
The dreams you learnt how to dream will live
because I am dreaming for you. Storms of words
crashing then resting in gentle pools. To submerge
your body leaving only your eyes above the surface.
With that almost-silence that happens only under
water. To fill my eyes up, brimming, and flowing and
flowing out to sea.
©Emma Rozanski
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Remembering Harold Norse
Neeli and I visit the ancient warrior
Praised by William Carlos Williams
And other literary giants
Ninety years old
Early stages of dementia setting in
Playing hide-and-seek inside
His solitary room
Now an old man trapped
In death's shadow
He reads us a poem from
His collected works
His voice still loud and clear
Like Sunday church bells

Manasquan Inlet, Where We First Swam
The fishermen that cast their hopeful lines
for winter flounder have come and gone,
leaving the bundled-up, elderly walkers
who braved unseasonal northeasters, to explain
how June finally ripened warm from winds
that burgeoned up from the tropic south.
Yet to come is summer‘s humid campaign
that will slide through in salt-stung swelter,
out of your reach now; for you are gone,
left to Eden‘s foreclosure in dust to dust,
leaving light to sift these clouds that fray
slowly apart, like a jacket unfit for travel.
©Jeffrey Alfier

He puts down the book becomes
Frail and vulnerable again
This rock of ages with peaked hat
Walks slowly with us to the
Cafe across the street
Complaining about the loud music
As Neeli orders him a cup of coffee
'"Make mine black," he says
Then asks why I didn't put milk in it
This forgotten warrior
Walking back to the care facility
Neeli shielding him with an umbrella
To ward off the cold rain
"That's my hotel, the Beat Hotel‖
He says
Hotel Nirvana racing inside his blood
He stops says, ―I can‘t go on.‖
Out of breath
As if the next step might be his last
He is like a bird
His eyes nesting in my soul
Feeding on poetry
The sum total of his life
©a. d. winans
(Published as a broadside by Rose of Sharon Press)
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Poetry
Crashing

A Day without a Poem

We crashed in and out of love
(Or you crashed out of love with me)
I was expectant of you
And you thought the worst of me
Or yourself maybe

On a day without a poem,
there is no need for meter—
just the beat of a heart or two,
for good measure.
And instead of rhyme,
one bird can call after another.
On a day without a poem,
there is no imagery.
The sky is blue.
The clouds are clouds.
On a day without a poem,
there is no journey motif,
only a journey up and over rocks
and through woods and meadows.
Climbing to the top of a mountain
is no different from climbing
to the top of a mountain,
nothing like climbing Mount Purgatory
to catch a glimpse of Paradiso.
You are not a poet.
The man you are with is not a poet.
You are just two people on a hike.
Hobblebush flowers on a mossy ground
on the top of the mountain
are white like white flowers,
the moss as mossy as moss.
There is no symbolism.
When it is time to turn around,
it is time to turn back and walk
until you pause to waltz with wild horses,
without music, without rhythm,
in a field of wildflowers.
Perhaps words needs stanzas
no more than horses need pens
or dancers need a dance floor.
On a day without a poem,
when there is a full moon waiting
at the end of the trail,
punctuation is superfluous.
This day does not need a title,
although it is as tempting to give it one
as it is to press a violet
or a whole mountain of a day
between the pages of a book.

Pregnant, I remember you
Close to me in bed
Warm and motherly
Producing heat 4 three
Crying, I remember you
As I drove you home from the hospital
I held your hand thinking we shouldn‘t have
Taken that hard cold decision
Laughing, I remember you
At my kitchen table drunk
You winked and sparkled at me
And then dramatically fell to the floor
Quietly, I remember you
Lying under blankets and sheets
Whispering that your favourite Saturday nights
Were listening to the radio with me
Freckled, I remember you
Stretched out on the beach
Golden and beautiful absorbing the sun
That fell on you so carelessly
Your tan deepened in hope
Of more attention and love
And I trembled quietly in fear wondering
Whether beauty is an achievement
Or whether it is just what it is
Because we were just what we were
In love wildly, erratically, momentarily
I was with you
©Charles Pitter

©Felicia Mitchell
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Things Lost, Things Gained
Glass on the dining-room table
the mahogany center piece to make it larger
the 17th Century still life
my Kewpie doll
your B-B riffle
my Wreath & Foil sweatshirt
our parents.
Snowflower print
shooting star scroll
submerged lotus painting
When Saturn reverses
Everything will change.
So let it begin
with family stories
around the kitchen table.

The green bike
It must have fallen
from a car bouncing
up the road from our lake.

For food is love,
spirituality, poetry,
and our histories …
are the means
to break bread
with our ancestors.

Someone propped it
against a young tree
so it might be found
by the child who rode it.

Tonight
beneath the shooting stars
and their consuming dust
on the feast of San Lorenzo
we eat sunflower seeds,
and stuffed, fried squash blossoms;
as Saturn initiates
direction change
and spins in opposition;
we cannot help but wonder:
what will our world be like tomorrow?
©Nina Romano

Over hard seasons,
as the chain began to rust,
someone would oil it.
Tires rotted in the sun.
Someone replaced them.
We walk by each day.
The tree has grown.
The bike still stands,
with pumped-up tires
and a soft new seat,
waiting now for the child
of the child who rode it.
©Phil Gruis
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Van Gogh Arrives in Arles

Last innocent summer

His hair is red and close-cropped.
He wears the rags of a peasant,
although his family is well off.
He loves the Bible and sinners equally,
drinks to get drunk, sits alone
at a wooden table in a tavern
robbed of color by the moonless night,
sparse candle light, dull faces.

we lived in the willow‘s cool
green shade—too old to clamber rocks
or gather periwinkles or chase rabbits
on the soft, forest floor. A neighbor
called us brown as bears. Others called us
wild as killdeer, but our grannies called us
baby and darlin‘, honey and dumplin‘.
Capt‘n Auty took us to the marl bank,
let us cuddle newborn kittens. Scribby
gave money for nickel slots, taught about stills.
Tink told jokes we did not understand,
leered, and rubbed himself. Our grannies
raised us: Miss Ruth—seer, healer,
staunch Roman Church; Miss Paret—
staid, Protestant, with the crow‘s habit
of pilfering shiny trinkets. Nightly
they tumbled us weary into bed;
Jay in an iron bedstead, second floor,
family saltbox, and me in my narrow cot
in the cottage kitchen. We dreamed
of mimosa blossoms, terrapin shells,
and black-veined dragonfly wings,
childhood enfolding us one more year.

He has not yet met Roulin,
the big man sitting across the room
with his postman‘s hat cocked to one side
who will, within the year,
nurse Vincent‘s stab wounds.
He has not yet seen the sun in Arles
ignite the cypresses and sunflowers
or the coruscating map of white circles,
imprinted on the night sky,
which he will soon paint with the urgency
of breath to a drowning man.
He has not yet written his brother,
I have put my heart and soul into my work,
and have lost my mind in the process.
He has not yet delivered the package
with his bloody ear to Gauguin
at the brothel the Frenchman will frequent
when he lives with Van Gogh
in the yellow house with green shutters.
©Julia Paul
The Mother I Never Knew
screwed lids on too tight,
cleaned the sterile kitchen again,
scrubbed mud and manure
off the farm porch,
and kept her distance
perfectly
from a little girl
who played outside
with chickens, grass and stones.
©Jari Thymian

©Ann Howells
African Grandmothers
The ranks of ancestors bloat
as dry clouds choke the thin horizon.
The grandmothers must bind
orphaned chaff against the wind.
A ―Chain of Voices‖ parent to child,
chanted like a long black train
that thundered from Great Mother Rift,
connecting rhythms of centuries.
The praise poems fade to sobbing,
the rumble wastes to ripple marks
at a link that lies corroding,
broken, crumbled, into the dust.
Are little ones marked with the rust
in dormant flaws bound to widen?
With no solder, why even test
the hopeful clasp in grandma‘s hand.
©J. S. MacLean
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A lost home

The Beadsman

They were not fireworks,
But a thousand pockets of memories,
Tied to the rows of houses
On that single long street,
That village.

And you?

Memories,
Of conversations in innocent melodies
the language that is Malayalam,
Of the Great-Aunt who stayed,
Of the dimly lit temple in the corner,
Of the clear stream in its rear
With pretend crocodiles
That slept near the slippery steep steps,
Of bravely wading into the water
To dip ourselves and our bath towels,
Just to see the many colors of fish
Against the white hand-woven backgrounds,
Of cows in the sheds,
And the restrooms past them,
That no one dared to near in the dark

And were you filled?
Was it enough?

Of trees with jagged jackfruits
With fleshy fruit inside,
Of feasts with them, and a side of honey,
Of women who wore
Jubilant white robes and jasmine
In their wavy wet hair,
Of the kolam drawn with rice flour,
And colored with flower petals,
Of the towering temple chariot
With divine woodwork
That charming young men bore steady
On their bare shoulders,
And others pulled forward along the street,
Of fireworks that dangled
From the low roofs,
And celebrated the night,
On that street, every year.

The years,
what did they bring?

And would you go that way again?
Almost a lifetime we have lived apart.
And they who brought me news are long dead now.
They said you‘d found a quiet town,
quite near the sea, and settled down.
I think of this.
Of the salt on your lips.
The years go by so quickly here.
The days.
And I have learned to lean against the pull.
It is a small pain now, but I shall not lose it.
And all is well, and I wish you well.
©C. P. Stewart
(previously published in Crannog ( Ireland ) 2009)

Each firework,
A burst of memory,
For me, everyday,
Of that single long street,
Of houses that shared more
Than roofs and pillars and walls,
That street, that village,
A lost home.
©Anna G. Raman
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Poetry - Flash Fiction
In the Corner
My grandmother placed a white statue of St. Joseph
on her kitchen counter, near the tin bread keeper,
above the drawer where she kept rubber bands, twist
ties, coupons and those free plastic pens from the bank.
He watched her make my tuna sandwich, first smeared
with slightly rancid warm butter from her dish cupboard,
served with three cold gherkin pickles, sweet and sticky.
Gagging, I wrapped the sandwich in my cloth napkin,
tossing it out when she left the kitchen, but HE saw me,
his unblinking eyes forcing my reluctant confession.
When her son Joe died, she turned St. Jospeh to face
the corner. Like a farmer boy caught smoking corn silk
behind the barn, his punishment lasted the growing season.
He prayed daily to the copper canister set, folded ceramic
hands dusty with neglect, until his penance complete,
she turned him around to face her grief.
©Kim King

The Summer of the Drought By Sara Kay Rupnik
During the summer of the drought, things once lost under water suddenly re-appeared. One
evening a section of roadway rose above the surface, its faded yellow line gleaming in the moonlight.
The next morning, a stolen car filled with moldy suitcases hovered on the horizon like a mirage.
Drawn by a sense of discovery, Evelyn pulled on tall rubber boots, grabbed her husband‘s
plastic paint bucket, and walked onto the exposed lakebed. In this first hour after daybreak, while
her family slept, she studied the random offerings. Old tires. Bent lawn chairs. Corroded bedsprings.
Her finds were so ordinary that she imagined the Fifties, when life was sweet and simple and the
dam that flooded this valley was merely an engineer‘s dream. Medicine bottles of amber and cobalt.
A child‘s rusted sand shovel. A flaking road sign promising ―Jesus Saves.‖ Many, many shoes, each
one curled into a different shape, and not one matching another.
On the last sweltering Sunday before they returned to the city, a singular object, mired in
mud, beckoned to Evelyn. She diverted from her mucky route to pry it from its grave and rinse it in
her bucket. She recognized its pearly pushbuttons and cleverly angled mouthpiece, once the epitome
of everything sleek and trendy. Not from the Fifties, certainly, but the Eighties, when, anguished
from loving someone who did not love her back, Evelyn threw the handset into the lake. As if
drowning his voice could drown the boy himself. As if she would never again be loved.
She could recall that moment now: the arc of her throw and the phone flying like a dark bird
against the sky. The resounding splash. The silence afterward.
Evelyn could go back to the house now, back to her sleeping family. If someone had told her
then what she knew now, she wouldn‘t have listened. Who could guess that things thought lost,
things thought broken beyond repair or buried and gone, could ever be found?
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Havasupai Falls by Yance Wyatts
I must‘ve rehearsed your eulogy a dozen times. I told it to my mom over the telephone, I told it to
myself in the mirror, I told it into the toilet. I even told it to the ostrich at the petting zoo where we met,
pacing back and forth between the sheep and the goats, and each time I passed, talking to myself like a
schizophrenic, that ostrich hid his head in the ground.
Poor ostrich, was the first thing you ever said to me, he‘s been ostracized. It was an awful pun, but
that‘s what I loved about you, I loved that you would do whatever it took to make me laugh. The laughter
is gone now, but it echoes, and there is nothing emptier than the echo of laughter. Struthio Camelus, I
said. I always get cerebral when I‘m nervous. Then I was worried that you would take me for a foreigner,
that you might not know Latin is a, a dead language. But dead is such a harsh word. Latin is a deceased
language. Latin has passed away. Latin is in a better place. Camelus? you asked. As in camel? You were
standing there beside me trying to appreciate it, your hands in your pockets to make you seem less
aggressive. Yes, I said, as in Camel. And Struthio? you asked. What‘s that mean? It meant sparrow, I
told you. Sparrow, you said, studying its cumbersome wings. It can‘t fly, can it? I snorted the way I do
when someone says something dumb, and you left me standing there. But I came after you. I almost
didn‘t but I did. And I kissed you right on the lips. I kissed you. It was that or apologize, and you know
how I hate apologies. You didn‘t kiss me back you were so surprised.
My mom and dad are sitting together for the first time since I graduated vet school. They‘re
sitting in the front row beside your family. My mom‘s eyes look wet and hollow. She‘s blotting them with
the hem of her dress, crying more for me than you. My dad keeps offering her a handkerchief, and she
keeps slapping his hand away. Then he leaves her alone and she takes his hand back. The mascara won‘t
stain her dress since it‘s black. Mine is gray, by the way. It‘s meant to be symbolic. Our wedding
would‘ve been today so gray is what I‘m wearing, not black or white.
I should‘ve let you have a bachelor party. I should‘ve let you go to Hooters or a strip club or
wherever guys go when their girls aren‘t around. It wasn‘t because I didn‘t trust you. I trusted you. I did.
But I don‘t trust your friends. I couldn‘t bear the thought of them getting you helplessly drunk, of you
having to go along with whatever they had in store. So I put my foot down. And you were so sweet about
it. You promised to spend the weekend a hundred miles from the closest woman, though a place like that
doesn‘t exist in America, unless it‘s in Alaska or Arizona, like I said. So you went to Arizona. You bought
beef jerkey and snuff and whatever else guys take on a road trip and you drove to Arizona, hiking down
the west rim of a giant goddamn hole in the ground, beyond the red-rock switchbacks, causing little
avalanches, until the Colorado ran alongside the trail, where the hot orange kiln of the dessert went all
green and shady. Whenever I tell people how it happened they always say, the Grand Canyon, I didn‘t
know there were waterfalls in the Grand Canyon. Neither did I.
Now my mom is mouthing the words to me, annunciating them just so. I guess she thinks I‘ve
forgotten your eulogy. But I remember every word. I just can‘t do it. I can‘t talk about you like you‘re
not here. Not when you‘re right here. Here, but also gone, a shell of yourself, molted like a snakeskin.
They‘re waiting for me to clear my throat, they‘re waiting and probably feeling pity, feeling grateful,
feeling guilty for feeling grateful that you weren‘t their fiancé, that they aren‘t me. And they‘re probably
thinking I‘m embarrassed, more and more the longer I stand here speechless with all of them staring up
at me, but I‘m not. Time has stopped as far as I am concerned. There will never be another spring when
I fall for you all over again, never another summer so hot we have to undress, no more winters so cold I
crawl into your arms. From now on I will have to hug myself when I‘m cold. From now on I will have to
keep your photograph on me so I won‘t forget your face for even a minute. You left your face. You left
your whole body. But you took the rest with you. You
took your memories which fit jigsaw with mine. You took a love you said was always. You took your
smell, the smell that was yours alone, but also mine, the smell that I didn‘t smell until the smell of zoo
manure went away on that first day. I‘ve already forgotten it, and conjuring a smell is impossible, like
capturing the wind.
Here come the tears. I promised not to. I promised myself. But it‘s useless to make promises,
even if you mean to keep them. I‘m crying now, looking out at this watery new world, not at our friends
and family. At you, swimming in a sulfur pool, you, scaling a cliff, you, climbing into a cave behind the
cascades. And them, the bachelors, invisible but insistent, calling you from far below, daring you, double
-daring, this is your last chance to be a man. But before you do it, before you take that leap of faith, you
think of us, no doubt, you, me, we, as we were in the beginning. And the thought of us almost stops you,
saves you, sweeps you away on the wings of an earthbound bird. Almost. Struthio Camelus, you say to
yourself. And then you walk through the wall of water, into the thundering froth.
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Mother‘s Living Room by Tom Sheehan
Every so often I‘d catch my mother standing in the middle of her bare living room, that pound of
silence she called it, looking as if one of her children were missing. Tall, dark of hair and eye, lovely
white complexion she said was a toast to Cork‘s clear air, where she was born, she was not one for
using many gestures to express herself. Only if you stared hard, would you see a firmness tighten on
her jaw, set her lips; mind made up, deed to be done. That too-silent room, that useless cubicle,
would someday be filled.
She‘d stop part way across that room to peer out the front window, and look over her shoulder. One
would think she was being followed and had vowed to lose herself in silence, my tall, lovely, warm,
obstinate mother, usually without gestures.
Late at night there had been arguments about furniture, the very need of it in the first place, an
extravagance, we don‘t live in a barn, the almost inexhaustible supply of hand-made doilies my
grandmother had crocheted for what seemed a hundred years gathering only the dust of history in
old hat boxes. She rarely raised her voice, but the smooth, rhythmic engine of her purring came
through the other five rooms as if she were keeping her speed steadily at five miles an hour. To a
word she was intractable.
Eventually, from a salesman, a puffy new sofa, two large red-and-blue easy chairs, a coffee table and
an end table made their way up three flights to our cold-water flat. My mother, an absolute
magician who could put a supper meal on the table from an empty larder, produced a dark red rug
from her bedroom closet, a rug none of us had seen before, and Asian for sure. Age old, elegant and
delicate doilies came out of long darkness.
Her room at last shone; she shone; and Simon, the supplier, parted company with the dire
challenge, ―I‘ll be back next Saturday morning for the first payment.‖ $2.15 a week, for life it
seemed.
For the best part of a year Simon came Saturday mornings. My mother would reach into an oatmeal
box where she kept change. Never once did she pay Simon his $2.15 with anything but coin. Her
accounting never fazed him, and the creditable entry was posted in his little book that we all
dreamed about reading someday. For a while I was obsessed with its real contents.
Simon was a challenge, though, and took noting. He never sweat or cursed a late entry, never came
up three flights without pausing a dozen times. He‘d smile at my mother, look in at the front room,
nod his appreciation, accept her coin, and make the entry in his little book.
―Be careful how you remember Simon.‖ Her voice was low, carrying no inflection, no tone to be
deciphered. She was, acutely, a judge at warning, at guidance. ―I found him. He didn‘t find me.‖
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Mother‘s Living Room by Tom Sheehan
Into my young life seriousness had been incorporated.
Then Simon didn‘t come for two weeks. One day, after pounding on our apartment door, making all
kinds of noises in his throat, a long, lanky, collector of sorts introduced his foot between the door
and the stout jamb when my mother had said she had no money for him that day.
He yelled, ―I know you‘ve got money. Simon said you always paid him and you‘re going to pay me.
I‘m not coming around this hole for nothing! Now give me my money!‖
On the front porch, looking down over the peaceful square, no help anywhere in sight, my survival
training kicked into high gear. I tugged feverishly at each baluster of the porch railing looking for a
loose weapon. None came free. My mother had begun screaming for him to leave, pushing at the
other side of the door, holding the fort high on the third floor. I took one more look down to the
street before I knew I‘d have to catapult onto his back in a few seconds.
Suddenly my father appeared below. ―Dad!‖ I yelled, panic in my voice, setting off the alarm, ―Some
guy‘s got his foot in the door and mom‘s crying.‖
You know what irony is, full-fledged irony? Lanky‘s foot was still in the door and my mother was still
pushing on the other side. He heard the roars of a lion three floors below him, heavy feet on the
steps, the roaring ascending as if from the pit of hell itself. And he can‘t get his foot out from that
improvident vise because my mother holds firm to her station.
Oh, he struggled then, did the lanky one. ―Let go, damn you, you absolute bitch you! Let go!‖ and the
lion is closer and the sounds are hell themselves and suddenly, in a movie, there‘s this madman
rising from the bowels of the earth and a final roar exits the heart of Vesuvius.
―Let go, Helen!‖ yelled my father, his hands reaching like talons, an energy pulsing about him more
terrible than electricity. Down three flights of stairs went Lanky, pummeled every step of the way,
pillar to post to baluster to the final newel on the ground floor.
Lanky never came back. A few years ago, my mother, within a day of her death, placed in my hands
my father‘s metal box whose contents I had never seen. In it I found his Marine Corps discharge
creased together in gray-yellow folds, a Corps commendation, two Nicaraguan Service Medals circa
Chesty Puller, a post card from Captain James Devereaux (later at Wake Island) that said, ―Red, do
you remember the night Atlanta got treed?‖, a note from the first grade teacher in Charlestown, Miss
Finn, begging my mother that we not move away until she had taught all the Sheehans, and Simon‘s
little book, Lanky‘s loss no doubt, with nine blank spaces yet to be marked for coin.
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Headphones by Debbie Ann Ice
It's not Thanksgiving; it's February, but we still eat turkey and pretend. We don't travel on
holidays ever since we lost Riley at the LaGuardia Airport on Christmas Eve two years back. We eat
alone on holidays and travel after everything settles. We're at my mother-in-law's for our better-nowthan-never Thanksgiving we have every February.
Jerry's headphones look like oversized earmuffs. It's his new thing-- listening. We encouraged
it with those fancy headphones, his birthday present when he turned ten three years ago. I bought
them because the advertisement suggested they were soundproof and thus served a dual purpose— to
shut out noise or bring in music. Either way they moved the world far away and replaced it by
whatever you wanted-- silence or song. I had planned to wear them in the kitchen while the kids
fought. I used to buy the children presents I intended to steal.
We had no idea that the soundproof music world would turn Jerry into a fan of out-dated
tunes. Loud out-dated tunes. Soundproof works only one way. We hear his world, but he can't hear
ours. His interest has at least moved on, now to Louis Armstrong, an improvement, in my opinion,
over the God-awful crooners -- Bing Crosby, Sammy Davis, Dean Martin. Before that, he listened to
Fats Waller and Oscar Peterson.
… tress of green, red roses too....
The words crackle out of his head, Louis' compressed voice sounding like a singing frog. This
is the fifth time I've heard "What a Wonderful World." He has the replay button depressed.
… the bright blessed day, the dark sacred night…
song.

My mother-in-law asks Jerry to pass the potatoes, but he just nods his head to the beat of his

"It's nice he enjoys music," she says. I smile. "It's difficult to talk when someone has
headphones on."
"Hey, Jerry, pass the potatoes for your grandma, K?‖ I yell.
He passes the peas.
"Laurie tells the children that toys remain in the den at mealtime," my mother- in-law says.
Laurie is her daughter, the one who came out of her thirty-five years ago. I am the one who married
the son; the one with one boy who shuts off the world with headphones, another who left us at
LaGuardia Airport two Christmases ago.
I get up, grab the potato bowl and serve her.
"Dinner is for eating, not playing. It's a rule in her family," she continues, undaunted.
"That's nice," I say.
Laurie and her family couldn't make it this year, and the other daughter, Elaine, has to nurse
her sick boy. So this late Thanksgiving it's just the grandma and us.
"So, where‘s the cranberry?‖ Jerry shouts. He always forgets we're in a quieter world than his.
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Headphones by Debbie Ann Ice
My husband gets up and jerks the headphones off. Jerry bangs the table then crosses his
arms, like he always does when we take noise away.
I eat my potatoes, then serve myself some more.
―I think we have forgotten something,‖ my mother-in-law says. She has her hands in her lap
and is not looking down at her plate. I spoon myself some more potatoes.
―The turkey looks lovely. I can‘t wait to dig in,‖ she says.
―Oh, sorry Mom,‖ my husband says. ―We‘re all hungry, I guess.‖ He reaches over and stops
my fork in route to my mouth.
Jerry has inched his headphones near his plate and is threatening to lift it to his head. My
husband grabs the headphones and places them by his plate.
―We need to tell someone thank you, I believe.‖ My mother-in-law says. I fondle my fork but
do not pick it up.
I tell my husband‘s mother, who attends church, to say the prayer. We only attend church
when we visit her, and I have no idea how to pray. Although two years ago, at the LaGuardia Airport,
I prayed and prayed, holding Riley in my arms, his eyes rolled back, body stiff. I prayed when they
came and took us to the hospital. I prayed when the doctor told me there was nothing he could do,
that the aneurysm was a big one. Then, just like that, I stopped praying. Forever.
"I think this year, maybe you say a prayer. Or Jerry," my mother-in-law says, smiling at him.
Jerry eyes his headphones. My husband shakes his head then raises his brows at me, like
maybe he will take over. My husband believes in God, which is better than me. But he hates him.
That's his religion.
Jerry bends over the table, grabs the headphones, puts them on and defiantly taps his
Walkman before sitting back down.
…I hear babies cryin‘, I watch them grow...
My husband stands, walks over to Jerry and reaches for his headphones.
… And I think to myself, what a ...
Jerry swats the air near my husband‘s face. I‘m there right away, between them.
―Shut up. Just everyone shut up,‖ I say. ―And sit the hell down and let me do this one thing.
This one thing!‖
My husband sits. Jerry takes off his headphones. I collapse in my chair and close my eyes.
"Hey, God," I start. "It's me. Long time, no feel." My husband's moan is barely audible.
touch.

My mother-in-law grabs my hand, like here, right now, in this one moment, all I need is a
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The Eighth Wonder of the World By Phoebe Wilcox
Life is an old movie, with colorized emotions, a beautiful piano score, and a confounding and
incomprehensible plot. All of Annabel‘s life has been lived with the silent, inferred purpose of a
funnel. What does one do within a funnel? One goes down. One follows gravity into the core of
swirling darkness. Annabel is getting used to this. On her pillow-mounded bed, she lies and waits.
For something to happen. She knows it will. For she is more than awake and more than alive.
She‘s electric and plugged into something exquisitely soft. And she‘s getting used to this feeling.
The piano score playing outside her bedroom window has grown complicated. It drifts across her
back yard, and across her back, like an incubus. It touches her with black and white hands and
makes her wet. She is living with his music bearing down on her.
Am I crazy? Or am I only recently alive? Rip Van Sexual. Alive.
Boot up the computer to look again at the amazing thing. Stepping on the bathrobe sash, she
almost trips as she bends over to press the button. Her breasts hang down like fruit. If I am fruit,
if I am a rose, I am fading just ever-so-slightly. There‘s a young blond in the video who hasn‘t
faded at all yet. Xavier sent it yesterday. There are seventeen other email addresses listed as
recipients but Annabel knows it‘s mostly intended for her. And yes, Xavier sent it—but it wasn‘t
really her brother Xavier, joking around again, sending everybody another goofy email just to be
silly. No, Jon is really the one behind this email. He probably spoke to Xavier and told him to send
it. She knows Jon is behind it because the video in it is so darn sexy. And because—because he
looked at her a certain way in the nursing home dining room the other day. He looked at her,
briefly and subtly, and like she was the eighth wonder of the world. And maybe he had tried to
disguise it, but oh, she still got the message, she got the message. Sure, everyone at the nursing
home tells her he‘s happily married. Sure, they point out that he wears a wedding ring. Sure, he
has never actually spoken to her. Not yet. But he will. She knows, she knows. And the more she
thinks about it, the more she realizes that he is madly in love with her, yes he is.
Annabel‘s real name is Lisa. She‘s only recently changed her name to Annabel, after the
Edgar Allen Poe poem, ―Annabel Lee.‖ In doing this, she feels she is stepping more fully into her
new role as the worshipped muse of a great man. Do activity directors of nursing homes actually
have muses? Are they great? Now they do and now they are. Because there is this thing between
them. There just is.
The unfaded young woman in the email video is eating an ice cream cone. Bad Company‘s ―I
Can‘t Get Enough of Your Love‖ wails loudly behind her, bass and drum kicking with each flick of
her tongue against the ice cream. Pastel hues waver behind her. Her eyes are closed, her hair
imbued pink with suffused light.
I…slam…CAN‘T…slam…GET…slam…ENOUGH…slam…OF…slam…
YOUR …slam…LOVE.
It‘s as if someone has reached out of the screen and slapped her hard across the face. There
is a neural stampede across her brain. Horse hooves pulverize thought. There is thunder and dust,
and clouds with teeth. With sharp feelings, she slips into soft focus. She slips and she is bigger.
And smaller. And slender. And tenuous. Day by day, she is slipping further and further down the
funnel. God, it feels so good. Down down down. She is almost gone.
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On the Other Side by Lennart Lundh
To start with, there were Leah and I. Or, in the language of a different mathematics, there was
Leah and I. After all the years, we were easy to view as a single being. Her death nearly destroyed me,
and there were days I thought that would be a good thing. Fate elected to be crueler, to leave me
hollowed and diminished.
A line stretched across the sands of my life, dividing the continents of my world. It was the
combined width of her death, the wake, and the funeral. Without a voice in the matter, I was carried
across it.
On one side of the line: At random moments I broke into song and dance, just to see her smile.
Bad puns and twists of the universe's tail sprang from my brain and into her ears. Her washed and
folded laundry, that I had gathered when dirty from wherever she dropped it, went carefully on her
half of the bed to later be tossed wherever she found convenient. I could walk into the house after
work and know, just by the way it felt, if she was there, out in the back yard, or away somewhere.
On the other side: None of these things applied, except the knowing she was somewhere else.
Sometimes a cup of coffee would grow cold. I drank mine, though it had no taste, but Leah
never came for the one I poured her. Every song on the radio, every show on TV, begged for her
voice, her laugh. I soon left them off, so that the house was often silent and dark.
I gave the cat to a neighbor, and the dogs to a couple that owned a farm. In a rare moment of
unanticipated humor, I told a friend it was a good thing the kids were grown and married.
My fingertips ached with a phantom pain, missing one particular someone to touch.
I know there are stages of grief, because I lived through them. Should you ever wonder what
your near future holds when you lose someone, I can give you chapter and verse. There were days
when I refused to believe Leah was gone forever, nights when I hated her for leaving me in the
middle of a sentence. Sunday mornings weren't the only time I tried to formulate deals with the god
I'd lost touch with in combat. And every afternoon was the mid-point of a day that had gone on too
long, but had no end nearer than the edge of eternity.
I know there is, ultimately, finiteness to grief, but I can't promise it will come in the year most
experts agree on. For me, according to the calendar, coming to my senses took nearly three times that
long to begin.
The thing I find odd in retrospect, despite rational understanding, is that Paula was there all
along. Leah's college roommate, she'd always been part of our small circle of friends.
As she tells it, she'd always envied Leah's possession of my devotion. She was also immensely
happy that Leah and I had each other, believing this proved that the world could be just and
balanced. Ultimately, I believe, she got fed up with passively watching my long, groping march in the
darkness.
One day, out of the blue, Paula called and said we were going to see a movie together that
evening. At the appointed time, she appeared at my door, overcame my inane paralysis over whether
or not to wear a tie, and walked me through the few blocks to the theater. We saw "Un Homme et
Une Femme", and I cried for what I'd lost. Another night, we saw William Holden's death reflected in
a bowl dropped by Jennifer Jones, and I cried for what she'd lost.
And so it went, as we worked our way toward a double-bill revival of "My Fair Lady" and
"Camelot." I was now singing as we walked from the theater to a diner we'd come to take for granted
as the next stop on our outings, and pleased to hear the sound of someone singing with me.
Time and caring, it seems, not only minimize scars. They restore. As proof, here we are: Paula
reading over my shoulder as I write this, you looking over hers. The world does, indeed, make sense
once again.
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Deep in the early morning hours of November twelfth, at precisely 4:15 a.m., when the world
seems most still and dark, Mr. Martin Olney awoke from a long, most pleasant dream to find that his
hand was gone. Gone! His right hand was simply not there. Cut off right at the wrist. How could
this be? There had been no sound, no blood, no warning. ―Argh!‖ he yelled out. ―My God, my God,
how could this be? What is happening? Where is my hand, dammit? This is a nightmare, a
nightmare,‖ he wailed. All was fine. I was just lying here sleeping. He searched the bed, the room,
searched the house, even looked in the trash. No hand. It couldn‘t have just vanished like that.
―WHERE IS MY HAND?‖ He cried out to the universe. Where, in God‘s name?
He felt weak. I‘m going to faint, he thought. Mustn‘t do that. Have to think. Have to
function. I must… But what? He stumbled to the phone, managed to call for an ambulance and
paced the room for the interminable nine minutes it took for its arrival. Paramedics acted like this
happens all the time, giving Martin oxygen and taking notes. ―It‘s my hand, God damn it. Help me!
It‘s simply gone! Please do something!‖ Yet, as they sped through city streets in the pre-dawn light,
Martin somehow knew not much help would come for him. He was already becoming numb.
After spending hours in the emergency room, tsk-tsked by the doctors that there was nothing
they could do, the seventy-nine year old gentleman went home to what felt like a morbidly empty
house. He turned on every light in every room, yet it still seemed dark. He wandered from room to
room looking for… he didn‘t know what. He knew he wouldn‘t find his hand there; he just felt
compelled to look. In an exhausted state, now nearly 24 hours later, Martin collapsed into a fitful,
medicated sleep, dreaming of goblins and demons and aloneness.
When he told his friends, they were just as shocked and befuddled as he. Couldn‘t offer an
explanation. Couldn‘t make it all better. Couldn‘t find the right words. These friends did all the
things friends are expected to do in times of need. Brought meals. Called often. Sent get-well cards.
Invited him over. They were sympathetic, oh, so sympathetic. ―We‘re here for you, Martin. Let us
help you. We can‘t believe this has happened. What do you need?‖ I need my hand! he wanted to
scream. But Martin was raised to be polite to others. He pinched out a weak smile and said, ―Thank
you, I‘ll be all right. I‘ll figure things out.‖
After a time, the meals stopped coming, the phone stopped ringing. The invitations became
few and far between. It was easier to just assume that Martin was adjusting. All right by me, he
decided. I just want to be alone, anyway.
Just when you think you‘ve got life figured out, just when you reach an age where you can
pretty much predict your days, and there‘s a safe comfort in that, the gods throw you a fast-curve-spit
ball all in one. The simplest motions, so taken for granted, now left the long-retired furniture maker
feeling like a toddler, as he had to re-learn how to simply exist. But his creative mind got pretty
clever. He found that if he held his toothbrush between his teeth, he could get the toothpaste on
pretty well. Getting dressed, however, was a bugger. Day after day he struggled just to get himself
together. Martin was known for his attention to detail, whether in his work, his household affairs, and
particularly in the way he dressed. Even on ordinary days, he‘d sport a natty tie and a simple cotton
button-down shirt. Might not be a fancy silk tie or tailored shirt, but he always carried himself with a
sense of style and the countenance of a by-gone gentry. It was just the way he was raised. But now he
found himself standing for long minutes each morning, staring at his modest wardrobe, which took
up only half of his large closet, and couldn‘t see the point of it all. Couldn‘t tie a tie. Could barely
button a button. He gave up on ordinary slacks with zippers. Well, hell, he thought, I‘m an old man.
I‘m going to be comfortable and wear sweatpants, then. Besides, no one‘s lookin‘ at me, anyway.
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There were long days when he didn‘t get out of bed or dress at all. Too much trouble.
Preparing meals became a three-times-a-day challenge that dwindled to one or two. He felt
ridiculously helpless as he shuffled around this now foreign kitchen. The knees came in handy while
trying to open some jars; the rest may as well sit in his cupboard to gather dust for all eternity. He
could manage some frozen dinners, a bowl of cereal, even got pretty adept at cracking an egg with
one hand. But slicing a piece of fruit left him feeling angry and useless. Opening cans, buttering
toast, even trying to maintain some semblance of civility in eating drained him of time, energy and
interest. He thanked his stars for those new screw-on wine bottles. Indeed, the grape was fast
becoming his meal of choice.
Modifying driving with one hand wasn‘t so hard, but he gave up trying to finagle the damn
seatbelt. Hell, it‘d be fine with him if it all just ended on the highway. As days rolled into weeks, he
found there just weren‘t as many places one needed to get to as before. Too many days drifted from
sunrise to sunset allowing a man to sit deep in a worn, brown recliner, his mind wandering,
wandering. Wondering.
Martin knew that somehow he must come to terms with his newly altered form. First, he
tried to not look down at the space that now existed just beyond his forearm. If I just don‘t look, it
might not be so. Other times, he‘d stare at what was no longer there, even talk to it. He‘d gaze at his
remaining hand just to remember its appearance. Let‘s see, what did it look like? He‘d close his
eyes and imagine that all was right and of course his hand was still there. He could even feel it, this
phantom hand. Why, he could swear his nerve sensations continued to flow to fingertips. Then he‘d
be jolted back to the truth when he‘d look over to see that odd nothingness once again. Now, his
entire body felt like an odd nothingness. Damn it, man, shake this off. You‘re more than your
hand. You‘re still a human being who‘s got every reason and right to go on living. You weren‘t
raised to give up. But it was what was not in his life that seemed to possess every moment of his
being.
One morning, after the slippery task of showering and the supreme effort of trying to towel
dry his body with one hand, Martin stood on the cold white tile of his bathroom floor and took a
good, hard look at his body. Where, oh where, had the real Martin gone? He used to be tall. He
used to be strong with firm, supple skin. He used to be muscular with a thick shock of chestnut
brown hair and clear blue eyes. He used to be whole. Now, what peered back from the mirror was
barely recognizable to him. He felt deformed and ugly. He hoped the real Martin was still on the
inside, but was it? He looked over at what was missing below his right arm and ached for its return.
A wrinkled old, shriveled up, arthritic hand is better than none at all, he halfway laughed to himself.
He knew every freckle, every age spot, every scar, every inch. A veritable map of his days. He knew
it oh, so well, and now it was oh, so gone. This was the hand that saved his life when he almost fell
out of ol‘ Harrington‘s chinaberry tree at the age of seven. That held a gun defending freedom in
World War II. The hand that firmly greeted every stranger he‘d meet. That drew designs with ease.
That held others‘ hands. That met his other hand in prayer.
Each evening when Martin returned to his bed (unless it was a day he‘d never left it), he felt
relief that he‘d made it through another day, and yet his bed also seemed a bit like the scene of a
crime. If I fall asleep, what will happen when I wake? Will I be missing the other hand? A leg this
time? Still, it was usually in the deep recess of sleep where Martin found the blessing of temporary
escape. He dreamt of happier times when the world was right. Sometimes he was even young and
handsome and knew what the hell he was doing in this life. And in every dream, he still had his
hand.
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All too often, Martin had the uncanny habit of waking at that dreaded 4:15 a.m., a cold sweat
ravaging his body. He would wander the house in confusion and torment. What happened? I still
don‘t understand it all. Was there something I could have done to prevent this? How will I keep
going?
One night, during these nocturnal wanderings, he found himself sitting at the kitchen table he
had made by hand forty years earlier, just sitting and staring in still silence. His mind wandered
back, remembering the long hours spent sawing, shaping, sanding the wood to its satin finish. He
smiled with pride as he looked close at the intricate curlicues and chevrons he‘d carved on its corners
and tops of the legs. Even his initials he‘d secretly imbedded underside. Oh, this table had been such
a work of joy for him. Now the worn old man picked up a paring knife and began to slowly carve into
the pine surface, tracing where his hand used to be. Wrist stump to pinky to ring to middle to fore,
swoop down to thumb back to that repulsive stump. He stared at the erratic shape in the wood and
tasted the salt of warm tears as they ran down his tired face, landing on his lips. I miss my friend, he
thought. My hand was my companion, an essential. Never, never had Martin felt so alone.
He awoke the next morning, still at the kitchen table, knowing he must find a way to move on.
But how?
The old man could not explain his thoughts or sensations to others, even his friends. He had
always had this problem. He spoke through his hands, his art, his craft. Designs on paper
transformed through grand woods like the regal mahogany, rustic birch, strong oak, all meticulously
constructed, embellished with fine hardware in brass or pewter - these were how he shared his view
of the world. Cradle. Toy box. Hope chest. Canopy bed. Rocking chair. Coffin. His creations
traced lifetimes. Even now in retirement, passion moved easily from vocation to avocation. It was
more than a hobby; it gave his days purpose. Working with the knobby, gnarled aged hands of an
arthritic, he‘d toil long into the nights finishing this Christmas project or that wedding present. In
this winter of his life, he still delighted in the looks on others‘ faces when first they‘d rest their eyes
on his creations.
Where was his life‘s passion now, he wondered.
Finally, a friend offered, ―Have you thought about getting a replacement? You know, a
prosthesis? I just saw on television how they‘ve made great strides these days. Won‘t you at least
look into it? It‘s not the same as generations ago. They can make great matches.‖
So he did. He tried numerous artificial hands. But that was just the problem; they were so,
well, artificial. None fit right, none looked right next to the rest of his body. They just didn‘t fit.
They weren‘t his hand! He couldn‘t get the hang of functioning with any new apparatus. I‘m just too
old to work with something so new, he thought.
One afternoon his doctor called saying he had a new model he wanted Martin to try. ―I really
think she‘s the one for you,‖ he said, trying to humanize the whole affair. ―She‘s a very sophisticated
design, very well developed for compatibility with any thought. She‘s lightweight, easy to attach, and
avoids that ‗get in the way‘ bulkiness of some of the other models you tried. Give her a go, eh?‖
Martin agreed to ―hook up‖ with this new apparatus. Its technology was highly advanced,
supposedly designed to align with his own thoughts. Whatever he thought, the hand would respond
in kind, the doctor assured him. Kind it wasn‘t, however. It looked nice enough, he supposed, but he
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could not seem to coordinate it with his intentions. It seemed to always move contrary to what his
brain was trying to tell it. At the end of each day, he couldn‘t wait to remove it from the rest of his
body and be relieved of the awkwardness.
After standing in the kitchen for fifteen minutes one evening, ―arguing‖ with his new hand in
attempting to simply open a cellophane package of saltines, he finally ripped off the alien object,
threw it in the trash, and barked, ―It‘s not the same, damn it!
It just will not do!
substitute.‖

I‘d rather have no hand than to be straddled with this miserable

With that, the old man sunk down in his over-stuffed chair and wept like a baby. Just wept
and yearned for the life he missed so. What do I have to offer anyone? To offer the world? I‘m a
sad sack of a man.
Weeks dripped into months. Spring came and left, as did summer, while Martin simply lost
interest in all those things we must stay interested in. Our appearance. Our health. Our friends.
Our work. Our very life.
Finally, after the space of twelve long months, one year that felt like ten, Martin could not go
on. This new life was not his life. He should not have lived long enough to see this happen. He
should not live any longer. Once this thought seeped into his brain, he seemed to know what he
needed to do. He had lived a long life, he reasoned, and a good one. It couldn‘t be so bad to be the
determiner of one‘s end. Time now moved quickly as he meticulously settled his affairs. With no
children to leave things to, he designated all his favorite charities as his heirs. That gave him great
satisfaction. It was the way he was raised.
Deep in the early morning hours of November twelfth, at precisely 4:15 a.m., when the world
seems most still and dark, Mr. Martin Olney awoke from a long, most unpleasant dream. He padded
into the kitchen, opened the drawer where a shiny new revolver lay waiting, awkwardly held it in his
left hand, and sat down at the table. The only sounds in the lonely house were the tick-tick-ticking of
the anniversary clock in the hall and the beating of his racing heart. Minutes oozed by. The weary
soul just sat. And thought, and remembered, and sighed. But no tears. Not now. Just anticipation.
Finally, as black of night yielded to gray of early dawn, Martin picked up the gun and with
great effort tried to control his movements, cocking, steadying, aiming close to his heart, which hurt
the most at the moment. Then he pulled the trigger.
...
Friends gathered round at the service to pay their respects, all the while tsk-tsking. There
Martin lay in a simple copper-colored casket, wearing his navy blue suit, hair combed, both hands
neatly folded across his chest in peaceful repose, almost a smile on his face. They buried him the
next morning and as the gatherers walked away, each was careful to avoid treading on the graveside
adjacent to Martin‘s, especially noting how they had visited there merely a year earlier. Its newly
engraved headstone read,
Here lies Beatrice Ann Olney,
Most beloved wife, companion, my ―right-hand gal.‖
Born April 9, 1930 – Died November 12, 2007
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Your Father Went Away Today by Megan Sullivan
On the sharp March day our father was incarcerated, my sisters and I did what we always did
on weekdays: we walked home from St. Margaret‘s Grammar School. It was the kind of day New
England weather forecasters call ―crisp‖ and schoolgirls recognize as cold. The gaps of ivory skin
between my green plaid uniform skirt and solid colored wool knee socks were red from the wind, but
I didn‘t care. Happy to have another school day behind me, I skipped ahead, the long braids my
mother had woven that morning rippling down my back.
―Mom?‖ my sister Anne yelled as we hurtled through the side door, ―We‘re home.‖
The second eldest, Anne was nevertheless our natural leader, and we followed her into the
house. She was our leader by default, because Maura, the eldest, was quiet and shy, lacking the
bravado necessary to cajole and corral a gaggle of siblings.
―I‘m in here,‖ my mother called back to Anne.
Guided by her voice, we walked into the living room and bunched over to our mother.
Although we were never forbidden to enter this room, we used it mostly for special occasions. I
looked around as though for the first time. The wallpapered room was a cavernous area flanked by
several windows. On a wide Oriental rug sat a long velvet coach and tall-upholstered chairs. There
was a large 19th Century desk at one end, and two credenzas filled with Waterford crystal at the other
one.
It was odd to see our mother sitting regally in the living room that day, perched on the winged
back chair beside the unlit fireplace; my younger sister Katy asked the question we were all thinking.
―What are you doing in here?‖ she wondered aloud for us all.
―Girls. Sit down; I have something to tell you,‖ my mother sounded tired even though it was
only late afternoon.
As though for confirmation, I looked up to see the sun insinuating itself through our living
room windows, and then I looked again at my mother, sitting straight backed and beautiful, red
haired and fair skinned. Briefly then, as I had before, I wished I had her brown eyes. I was not
unhappy to have inherited my father‘s blue ones, but nevertheless I secretly coveted my mother‘s
coffee colored circles. If I had her eyes, I reasoned, then I‘d be as beautiful as she was. I smiled at the
thought, but my reverie was interrupted.
―Girls, your father went away today,‖ my mother said quickly, the words tripping out of her
mouth as though it had been an effort to hold onto them in the first place.
For a moment we were quiet; what did she mean, I wondered, assuming a reasonable
explanation was sure to follow.
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―Went away where?‖ Maura asked tentatively.
This time I heard my mother take a deep breath before she started to tremble in an effort not
to cry.
―There‘s no other way to say it,‖ she shuddered and then paused.
She spoke louder this time, as though she too needed to hear the words.
―Girls, your father was taken to prison today,‖ my mother looked out at the swarm of us
expectantly.
I remember my younger sisters and I wrapped ourselves around our mother, but I‘m not sure
how long we stayed that way. Eventually, I know, we changed out of our uniforms and congregated
upstairs on Maura and Anne‘s bed. We were petite girls, so the double bed accommodated us. We
often did this, although usually when we did, my younger sisters and I watched as our older siblings
pawed through their closets or shared chest of drawers. We liked this room because it belonged to
our big sisters, and because they had chosen the wallpapers: it was a sunny yellow room with blue
polka dots and white daisies.
As we lay in my sisters‘ room that day, I imagined the judge who had taken my father away
from us. I imagined a man in a black robe and half glasses. I saw his big shoulders and the straight
line that formed his mouth. I saw a man who was meaner and more frightening than anything I had
ever seen on television or in the movies.
I was lying there conjuring the mean judge whom I never met when my mother climbed the
stairs toward us. She found the five of us lying across the double bed: side-by-side, pre-pubescent
bodies atop a white eyelet bedspread, voices unusually still. It was late in the afternoon by then, and
the sky was arranged in angry scowls. Soft mist was threatening to become a full force downpour,
and the air seemed to be collecting itself for an as yet undetermined future: either a slow exhalation
or a heady release of oxygen. I turned to look at my mother, who was leaning against the bedroom
door.
―It‘s almost dinner time. Would you girls like to go out to eat,‖ she asked?
At first, nobody responded. I put my hand to my stomach as though doing so would remind
me that because it existed, hunger would be sure to follow. For a few seconds, I lay there with my
palm spread out on my abdomen, my mind focusing on the flesh and what it could reveal. Finally, I
replied for the group.
―No, thanks,‖ I said, ―we‘re not hungry.‖
My mother simply nodded her head and joined us on the bed.
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The day the wood repair guy is scheduled to come fix the back of my armoire—
after the movers trashed it, and ripped my sofa arm, and cracked my Chinese garden stool to
smithereens— after all that carnage I hide my double strand pearls.
I hide them so the guy coming to fix the armoire won‘t be tempted.
From one side of the torn sofa I watch him empty his tool box.
―Will this take long?‖ I say.
―That depends.‖
―On what does it depend?‖
―I have to first fix the crack. Then I have to wait till it dries before I can stain it to match.‖
I mull this over. Being July, and the city, my small studio apartment is broiling. I have some apples
in the teensy kitchen but I don‘t want to leave this guy alone. Sure, I hid the pearls well but you
never know. These repair guys have instincts. That‘s what makes them good at fixing things. A man
without instincts is lost around tools. I want the apple but I stay put.
After a little while, he says, ―Can I have some water?‖
―Water?‖
―Yeah. It‘s free from the tap.‖
I look to see if he‘s being sarcastic but he just looks sweaty.
―Don‘t you have any of your own? I mean, isn‘t that customary?‖
He wipes his forehead with the back of his hand. ―Miss, where you from?‖
―Here.‖
He laughs. ―You ain‘t from here. You ain‘t a New Yorker. That‘s for sure.‖
―Why? Because I expect you to come prepared with your own water bottle?‖
He mutters something that sounds nasty. I can‘t quite make it out but it could be bitch.
―Are you cursing me?‖
―Nah.‖ He bends to rumble around in his tools and picks out a long scraper. ―So I guess the
bathroom is out, too, right?‖
I don‘t know what to say. Of course my old argument isn‘t going to work about the bathroom. ―Um.
Well it‘s around the bend next to the kitchen.‖
He sweeps his arm and makes a low bow. ―Madame,‖ he says.
This would be a good time for me to get an apple but I feel connected to the sofa. I touch the ripped
part of the arm where the wood is exposed. Underneath the corduroy I have stuck the pearls. Right
next to where the corduroy overlaps into the welting. As good a place as any. I‘ve heard about
people hiding jewelry inside a head of lettuce, and that thieves know this and go right to the
refrigerator. The wood repair guy might be thinking that a glass of water will lead to ice cubes.
Good thing I told him water was out of the question.
I hear the toilet flush and he comes out a second later. But not before peeking into my little kitchen.
―You have nice apples there,‖ he says. ―They look ripe and juicy.‖
Is he hinting? Maybe an apple will shut him up. ―OK. Wait here and I‘ll get each of us an apple.‖
―You have a window in your bathroom.‖ He‘s scratching his arm. ―Unusual for New York City
apartments.‖
―And my kitchen has a window.‖
―Yeah, you‘re lucky.‖
I feel some pride at that. ―I am lucky. I‘ll get us an apple.‖
I nearly run to the kitchen for the apples returning in a micro-second. ―Here‘s your apple. Enjoy.‖
He takes a big bite and juice squirts down his T-shirt. ―It‘s good.‖
―I‘m glad you like it.‖
He‘s nodding and chewing. ―So how old when you lost your virginity?‖
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Susan Kerschner has been published in Circle Magazine, Shirazad, Arts Connection, the BerksBardFest 2000 Anthology,
River Poets Journal (online) and The River. She is a member of Berks Bards, one of the original poets in 1995, and RiverPoets
of Lambertville, NJ. She holds prizes in two Schuylkill CountySummit Arts Fellowship competitions. She has performed
her poetry in Berks, Lancaster, Lehigh, Montgomery, and Schuylkill Counties and is a longtime judge in the Young Poets
Project for Berks County. She is currently working on a volume of poems and has a children's book ready for publication.
Kim King was born and raised in Western New York and lives in Central Pennsylvania where she teaches high school
French. She has a BA and MEd from the University of Buffalo.
Judith A. Lawrence, Editor/Publisher of the River Poets Journal/Lilly Press has published five chapbooks of poetry. She is
currently working on a book of short stories titled ―The Art of Living.‖ Her poetry has been published in various anthologies,
including Poet Works Press, Ancient Heart, Poems for all, The River, River Poets Journal, and numerous online literary sites.
Ellaraine Lockie’s chapbook, Red for the Funeral won the San Gabriel Valley Poetry Festival Chapbook Contest, a poem
won the OASIS Poetry Award and won another First Place in the Redwood Writers' Poetry Contest. She has been a featured
poet this year in Chiron Review, PoetryMagazine.com and on the Wednesday poetry radio show on KSER 90.7 FM. in the
Seattle area and has had several interviews. Ellaraine is continuing to teach poetry workshops and to serve as Poetry Editor
for the lifestyles magazine, Lilipoh.
Lennart Lundh is a poet and historian who turned to short fiction back in his mid-fifties. He and his wife of 42 years live
near Chicago, where they breed Bernese Mountain Dogs and watch their grandchildren grow.
J. S. MacLean is a Canadian of Celtic extraction. He has been published in a variety of poetry publications in Canada, USA,
UK, and Australia. He tries to write poems that are at once accessible but that will continue to reveal themselves over time.
Rhonda Maness makes her home in Alabama and has been writing poetry for many years.
Ron McFarland teaches literature and creative writing at the University of Idaho. His most recent books are a critical study
of regional memoir, The Rockies in First Person (2008) and The Long Life of Evangeline: A History of the Longfellow Poem
in Print, in Adaptation and in Popular Culture (2010). Ron‘s fourth full-length of poems, Subtle Thieves, is slated for
publication in late 2011 by Pecan Grove Press.
Stephen Mead is a published artist, writer and maker of short collage-films (YouTube etc.) who lives in NY. One of his recent
projects-in-process is entitled ―Whispers of Arias‖, recordings of some of his narrative poems as songs, http://
www.behance.net/gallery/Whispers-of-Arias/490966
Karla Linn Merrifield is an award-winning poet, National Park Artist-in-Residence, and assistant editor of The Centrifugal
Eye, with work published in dozens of journals as well as many anthologies. She has six books to her credit, including Godwit:
Poems of Canada, which received the 2009 Andrew Eiseman Writers Award for Poetry, and her new chapbook, The Urn, from
Finishing Line Press.
Felicia Mitchell is rooted in the low country of South Carolina but has lived in southwestern Virginia for 22 years and calls it
home. She is the author of three chapbooks, including The Cleft of the Rock, which was published by Finishing Line Press in
2009. Poems have appeared in a variety of print and online publications, including Southern Women‘s Review,
PMSpoemmemoirstory, and The Dead Mule School of Southern Literature. She teaches at Emory & Henry College.
Joseph Murphy is a professional editor and writer who lives in Michigan. He has had poetry published in a number of
journals, including The Tower Journal, The Driftwood Review and The Broad River Review. He is also a poetry editor for an
online publication, Halfway Down the Stairs.
Julia Paul’s poems have appeared in journals such as: RUNES, Connecticut River Review, Broken Bridge Review, Common
Ground Review, and Caduceus and in anthologies, including the award winning anthology, Lavandaria: An Anthology of
Women, Wash and Word.
Charles Pitter lives in Jersey, Channel Islands and has a degree in English and French literature from Middlesex and Paris 8
Universities. He has been published in numerous magazines and journals worldwide. His website is http://charlespitter.com/
Vivian Faith Prescott’s poetry appears in Turtle Quarterly, Drunken Boat, Copperfield Review and Permafrost. She was a
finalist for the 2009 Joy Harjo Award from Cutthroat: a Journal of the Arts, and was awarded Honorable Mention in
Boulevard's Poetry Contest for Emerging Writers (2009). Her first book of poetry, The Hide of My Tongue, was published
winter 2010 by Plain View Press. She was born and raised in Wrangell, Alaska and lives in Sitka, Alaska and Puerto Rico at the
U.S.C.G. Borinquen Air Station where she facilitates adult and teen writers' groups. Vivian is the Co-Director of a non-profit
called Raven's Blanket based in Wrangell, Alaska, which is designed to perpetuate the cultural wellness and traditions of
Indigenous peoples through education, media, and the arts.
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Anna G. Raman's work has appeared in The Guindy Times, Poetidings, The Mindful Parent website, Sangam Literary
Magazine, The DuPage Valley Review and Sparkbright. She lives in Iselin, New Jersey with her husband and daughter.
Nina Romano lived in Rome, Italy for twenty years where many of her poems and stories are set. She has taught English and
Literature as an adjunct professor at St. Thomas University. Her prose and poetry appear in The Rome Daily American, The
Chrysalis Reader, Whiskey Island, Gulf Stream Magazine, Grain, Voices in Italian Americana, Vox, Chiron Review, Sentinel
Literary Quarterly, and numerous other reviews. Excerpts from her novel-in-progress, The Secret Language of
Women, appear in Dimsum: Asia's Literary Journal and Southern Women‘s Review. Romano is the author of two poetry
collections: Cooking Lessons by Rock Press, and Coffeehouse Meditations, from Kitsune Books. She has been nominated twice
for the Pushcart Prize. She is co-author of Writing in a Changing World from Bridle Path Press. Romano is the poetry editor
for www.screwiowa.com
Emma Rozanski is an Australian director and writer based in the UK. She likes to photograph scaffolding and collect other
people's memories. Her short films have won awards at festivals around the world and her prose and poetry has been published
in several literary journals. She is currently working on her first feature film.
Sara Kay Rupnik lives in Richmond, Virginia, and Coastal Georgia. She holds a M.F.A. in Writing from Vermont College and
is co-founder of Around the Block Writers Collaborative. Her fiction, nominated for a Pushcart Prize and short-listed for the
Sean O‘Faolain Short Story Prize, appears in literary journals from the U.S. and the U.K.
Mark Schardine’s day job as a state worker in Trenton provided the spark for his writing. A coworker asked him what Haiku
poetry was and he answered that it means writing three line poems or stanzas, with a 5-7-5 sylable count. After that, they
went on a poetry writing binge and have not stopped since.
Tom Sheehan’s books are Epic Cures and Brief Cases, Short Spans, Press 53, NC; A Collection of Friends and From the
Quickening, Pocol Press, VA. His work appears in Home of the Brave, Stories in Uniform and Milspeak Anthology, Warriors,
Veterans, Family and Friends Writing the Military Experience. He has 14 Pushcart nominations, Noted Stories for 2007 and
2008, Georges Simenon Fiction Award, and is included in Dzanc Best of the Web Anthology for 2009 and nominated for Best
of the Web 2010 and 2011. He has 175 short stories on Rope and Wire Magazine. Print issues include Rosebud (3) , Ocean
Magazine (7) among others. He has hundreds of internet publications of prose and poetry, and has published 3 novels (An
Accountable Death, Vigilantes East, and Death for the Phantom Receiver, a football mystery) and 5 poetry collections
including This Rare Earth and Other Flights; Ah, Devon Unbowed; The Saugus Book; Reflections from Vinegar Hill.
N. A’Yara Stein, born in Memphis in 1971, is a Romani-American poet and writer living on a chicory farm. She holds an MFA
from the University of Arkansas and is a grant recipient of the Michigan Art Council and the Arkansas Arts Council and was the
former editor of the arts quarterly Gypsy Blood Review. She‘s published in America, The New Orleans Review, The
Birmingham Poetry Review, The Oxford American, California Quarterly, Chiron Review, Crossroads: a Journal of Southern
Culture, Great Midwestern Quarterly, and Poetry Motel among others. Ms. Stein lives near Chicago with her sons.
C.P. Stewart lives with his family in North Yorkshire. Formerly singer/songwriter with the cult band Laughing Gravy, his
work has been widely published in Canada, Australia, Ireland, England and the United States. His first chapbook of poetry,
‗Taking it In‘ was published by Koo Poetry Press in 2009. His first full collection, ‗Considering the Lilies‘ will be published by
Wordsonthestreet, Galway, Ireland in 2011.
Megan Sullivan is an Associate Professor of Rhetoric at Boston University. She is the author of Women in Northern Ireland:
Material Conditions and Cultural Studies (Univ. of Florida Press 1999); Irish Women and Film: 1980-1990 (Nova
Southeastern University Working Papers, 2000); Clarissa‘s Disappointment (unpublished middle grade fiction); and articles
and essays in literary magazines and journals.
Ann Taylor is a Professor of English at Salem State College in Salem, Mass. where she teaches many writing courses,
including Writing about Nature, plus English Literature, Arthurian Literature, The Art of the Essay, Poetry Writing, and
Poetry Analysis. She has written two books on college composition, academic and free-lance essays, and a collection of
personal essays, Watching Birds: Reflections on the Wing (Ragged Mountain/McGraw Hill). Ann has had poems published or
accepted in such journals as Arion, Ellipsis, The Dalhousie Review, Appalachia, The Aurorean, The Del Sol Review, Snowy
Egret, and Classical and Modern Literature. She lives in Woburn, Mass. with her husband, Francis Blessington.
Alarie Tennille is a Pushcart Prize nominee. Her chapbook, Spiraling into Control, is available on Amazon.com. Alarie‘s
poems have appeared in numerous journals including Margie, Poetry East, ByLine Magazine, and The Little Balkans Review.
Susan Tepper’s stories, poems and essays have been published in the US and abroad, appearing in fine journals and
periodicals including American Letters & Commentary, Salt Hill, Boston Review, Green Mountains Review, Schuylkill Valley
Journal, Crannog, Poetry Salzburg, Ibbetson Street Press and elsewhere. Susan has received 5 Pushcart Prize nominations for
fiction and poetry, and she curates the reading series FIZZ at KGB Bar in New York City.
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Jari Thymian’s poetry has appeared in Ekphrasis, Margie Review, Alehouse, Spillway, and Memoir (and). One of her
poems appears in Kent State‘s 3-year traveling art/poetry exhibit called Peace Speaks. She has a chapbook, The Meaning of
Barns, Finishing Line Press. She was nominated for a 2008 Pushcart Prize. jarithymian.com.
Anastacia Tolbert is a multifarious mix of grit, sunshine, alphabet juice & butterflies. She is a writer, performance artist,
documentarian, teacher and workshop facilitator. www.anastaciatolbert.com
Diane Vanaskie Mulligan - Since 2002, Diane has been an English teacher at St. John‘s High School in Shrewsbury, MA,
where she also serves as the director of the Betty Curtis Worcester County Young Writers‘ Conference. Her poetry has appeared
in English Journal, Her Mark 2008, and The Ballard Street Poetry Journal, among others. In 2010, her poem ―Wife‘s Tale‖
was awarded third place in Worcester Magazine‘s annual poetry contest. Her chapbook, The Life that‘s Right for One is
available through lulu.com. She is a graduate of Mount Holyoke College and earned her master‘s degree at Simmons College.
She lives in Worcester.
Diane Webster works in the production department of the local newspaper office.. Weekends she enjoys drives in the
mountains to see wildlife and scenery which she likes to photograph and write about. Her poetry has appeared in Illya's Honey,
Bellowing Ark, Philadelphia Poets and other literary magazines.
Neal Whitman has published over 100 verse and over 200 haiku since his transition from the teaching to the poetry
profession. In 2009 his free verse won 1st place in the James McIntyre Poetry Contest in Ontario, Canada, and two haiku were
awarded honorable mention by haiku masters in Japan judging the Yuki Teikei Haiku Contest. In 2010 two poems were
awarded honorable mention and 3rd prize by Western New England College, and two haiku were awarded honorable mention
by the Haiku Society of America and the Vancouver Cherry Blossom Festival. Neal and his wife, Elaine, love to collaborate on
haiga: her photography and his haiku.
Phoebe Wilcox published two books this year, a poetry chapbook, Recidivist (Lilly Press, April 2010) and her first novel,
Angels Carry the Sun (Lilly Press, Sept 2010). An excerpt from a second novel in progress, Flower Symbolism for Dummies,
has been published in Wild Violet. Her stories and poems have been published in many literary magazines, including The
Chaffey Review, Bartleby-Snopes, River Poets Journal, and ginosko. Her short stories have twice been nominated for the
Pushcart Prize. Angels Carry the Sun has been nominated for both the PEN/Faulkner award and the Pushcart prize.
www.phoebewilcox.com
A. D. Winans‘ poetry has appeared in hundreds of literary magazines and anthologies, including City Lights Journal, Poetry
Australia, the New York Quarterly, the Outlaw Bible of American Poetry, and the Beatitude 50th Anniversary Anthology. He
is the author of numerous books and chapbooks of poetry and prose. In 2005, a song poem of his was performed at new York‗s
Tully Hall. In 2006, he was awarded a PEN Josephine Miles award for literary excellence. In 2009, he was given a PEN
Oakland Lifetime Achievement Award.
Yance Wyatt is the Director of the Writing Center at the University of Southern California, where he teaches critical and
creative writing. His work has appeared in The Dark Comedy Hour and ZYZZYVA, and is forthcoming in SPECS Journal and
the Blue Moon Literary & Art Review.
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